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CHAPTER FIVE 

Identity, Discipline and Combat Effectiveness 1917-18 

Introduction  

This chapter investigates the increasing dilution of local representation amongst the 

ranks of 1/7th King‟s, together with the events and steps taken throughout 1917 and 

1918 which helped to diminish its significance. It also assesses whether this had any 

impact on morale through a study of the disciplinary record of the Battalion and 

through further analysis of the combat record, at Ypres, the Lys and in the Hundred 

Days. The record of the Battalion on the Somme demonstrated a growing 

understanding and awareness of the important elements of an attack on the German 

trenches, an understanding that was further tested in the Salient the following year. 

The subsequent success in the defence of Givenchy and the ability to adapt to the 

new warfare of the Final Advance suggests that they, and other Territorial Force 

units, were able to learn effectively through the course of the War. This chapter sees 

the culmination of this second major strand to the thesis focusing on the good 

battlefield performance of a territorial unit. 

 

From 1917 onwards the morale of the unit was under attack from various quarters. 

The effects of the Military Service Acts had meant that new drafts to the colours were 

conscripts with little or no direct link with the unit to which they were assigned, unlike 

the volunteers to the Pals and county territorial regiments in 1914 and 1915. Thus, 

local identity within the army unit was liable to deteriorate and if identity was the key 

to good morale, this too would be affected. At the same time, the longevity of the War 

was questioned from within and without the War Front as disillusionment threatened 

the War effort. Bourne pointed to the early months of 1917 on the Home Front and 

the winter of 1917-18 on the battle front, as being periods when morale was 

particularly low.
1
 To some extent this can be measured by the disciplinary record of 

the unit concerned.  

 

Even with the new drafts of men (reinforcements under the conscription legislation)  

as has already been seen, Battalion strengths were never as high as they had been 

in the summer of 1916 and this added further pressure on tired and exhausted men 

whose units were to be rearranged in early 1918. However, the successful defence of 

Givenchy in the spring of 1918 and the subsequent march from France into Belgium 

and Germany in the autumn, were driven by the effectiveness of the combat units. A 
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significant element in this success lay in the tactical skills and persistence of the 

Commanding Officer, Jeudwine. The role of the CO has already been identified as 

another important element of troops‟ morale and, as well as his tactical strengths, 

Jeudwine continued to develop and maintain the local identity and significance of his 

West Lancashire Division, despite dilution and reorganisation. His success in this 

was best seen after the stand at Givenchy. The impact of Givenchy on the sense of 

community identity in the Battalion and at Home mirrored the earlier engagement at 

Festubert, the significance of which is further examined in the final chapter. 

 

Dilution in the ranks and the preservation of local identity 

 

There remained throughout the War a very significant number of local men amongst 

the ranks of the 1/7th Battalion King‟s Liverpool Regiment. Even with official attempts 

to encourage and maintain a sense of local identity within the Division and within 

Battalions, these would have had little effect had it not been for this matter of 

numbers. Unusually, especially for a Territorial Battalion, 1/7th King's remained 

predominantly a unit founded in Bootle, Southport and the surrounding area. Even 

those who transferred into the Battalion were predominantly from Lancashire, so 

limiting the extent of dilution in regional identity for the unit. This feature continued 

against the backdrop of the impact of the Military Service Acts and the introduction of 

conscription from 1916, which removed the volunteers‟ opportunity to elect the unit 

with which they served.  

 

The evidence of recruiting reports in the local press indicated that when the 1/7th 

Battalion left for France in March 1915 it was mainly made up of local men. Before 

Festubert there had been few casualties and numbers were at the optimum. After the 

battle, the fighting strength was reduced to 639.
2
 There were more casualties in the 

summer and, as highlighted in the previous chapter, in early August 1915 the 

Battalion was detached for training as a Pioneer Battalion.  However, ranks were 

filled by a draft of 164 men arriving on 9th August 1915, with a further 76 coming on 

7th September.
3
 In early January 1917, 550 reinforcements who had been training at 

Musketry School, swelled the ranks of all three Brigades.
4
 The only other significant 
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draft of men to the Battalion came in early 1918 when 202 joined from sister 

Battalions as a result of the reorganisation of the Army.
5
  

 

The full extent of the dilution of the Battalion can be established by examining the 

details presented in Soldiers Died.
6
 The analysis below is based on the 960 Other 

Ranks listed in Soldiers Died. Over the course of the War, 70% of the men killed 

were from the Merseyside area, including 55% coming from the specific recruiting 

bases of Bootle, Southport, Crosby, and so on. A further 16% had enlisted in 

Lancashire. Table Eight p.236 and Graph One p.236 show the numbers of local men 

killed over the course of the War. The first figure relates to men whose residence or 

place of enlistment was Southport, Bootle, Crosby, Formby, Waterloo or Birkdale. 

The second figure includes men who enlisted in Liverpool. Thus, in 1915, the 

Battalion‟s fatalities  were all from the Liverpool area with nearly 90% of these men 

coming from the specific recruiting area of the Battalion, though this had dropped to 

just over a quarter in 1918. In 1918, only 26% were specifically local, but 

considerable numbers remained, with 45% in total from Merseyside and 45% from 

the rest of Lancashire. As deaths increased in 1917 and 1918, the ratio of deaths 

from the local area fell. Less local numbers being killed despite the overall increase 

in deaths indicating that there were less men from the area left in the Battalion to be 

killed. However, the figure shows that there was a still a significant percentage of 

men from the region. These figures compare favourably with those provided by 

McCartney for 6th and 10th Liverpool Battalions.
7
  

 

The notion of a Battalion which had a solid identification with its local community has 

been said to be a fallacy. Fuller felt that such identification, or 'demarcation' was thin 

from the start.
8
 However, it was possible that, even with a decreasing number of 

'local' men, a Battalion could still retain this allegiance on the basis of tradition and 

the „cultural seniority‟ of original members. The Irish or Scottish Battalions from 
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Liverpool, Tyneside and London were the most obvious examples, retaining a strong 

regional or ethnic identity despite the influx of men from many other parts of the 

country. A similar situation, creating a Lancashire identity, was created in 7th 

Battalion, something also found in other Liverpool Battalions.
9
  

 

It is possible to establish the source of regimental drafts. For instance, the transfers 

arising from the reorganisation of 1918 saw some of those from the first line Liverpool 

Battalions being amalgamated with their second lines and others drafted to 1/5th, 1/6th 

and 1/7th Battalions. The Battalion War Diary noted specifically 137 Other Ranks and 

five Officers transferred from the Liverpool Irish (8th Battalion).
10

 Another large group 

came from the Manchester Regiment. This is clear from the numbers recorded in 

Soldiers Died and the dates when they started being killed. There were not high 

numbers of men joining the 7th Battalion from alien units except for this large draft 

from Manchester, mainly  Tameside, whose timing matches the dates for new drafts 

in August and September 1915, recorded in the 1/7th Battalion War Diary.
11

 

 

Against this background another element introduced to engender cohesion within the 

Division was the trench magazine, Sub Rosa.  Fuller believed trench magazines 

were an important element of unit cohesion and some were produced on a monthly 

basis, although the 55th Division only had two editions – June 1917 and June 1918.
12

 

This may have been because that need did not exist to the same extent as some 

other units, perhaps due to the success of other factors contributing to unit cohesion 

explored in the previous chapter. The evidence of the „Lancashire‟ togetherness 

demonstrates that the reason cannot have been that there was no divisional loyalty 

to work with in the first place. It is possible that magazines at Battalion level were 

more relevant to the troops and that these two issues were simply secondary efforts 

to maintain morale designed to bolster the more widespread aspects such as 

football, entertainment and red rose badges. However, the existence of such 

magazines in other Units of the Division is unknown. Although there was an editorial 

note in the inaugural edition to the effect that all ranks were represented in 
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contributions, and there were caricature cartoons of the General Staff, the inclusion 

of lists of gallantry awards, the number of contributions apparently from officers, and 

the use of the official rose motif, demonstrate that the magazine had unofficial 

sanction at the highest level. The Latin title – Sub Rosa – certainly implied that it was 

initiated from amongst the officer class.  

 

The timing of these publications may give the clue to their main purpose of lifting 

morale at particularly difficult moments. The first edition, in June 1917, had a number 

of cynical articles, including a mock intelligence report compiled by A. Nobon, 

Captain, and General Strafe, and a sardonic report of an MP‟s visit to the Line. A 

Platoon Commander‟s instructions included points to check when doing the rounds 

which used accent and dialect to draw particular attention to the class distinction 

between officer and man: „Are all my rifles charged with “Five i‟ th‟ tin box and wun i‟ 

th‟ funnel”?‟ and „Where are my listening pests?‟ The friendly disregard of officers, 

War policy and politicians demonstrated that the magazine had a relatively relaxed 

attitude towards the usual sensibilities.  

 

The 1918 version had less of the cynical contributions, and the clause stating that it 

was the „work entirely of serving soldiers‟ went on to say that not all contributions had 

been printed, some being „deemed unsuitable.‟ A facetious collection of patrol reports 

was submitted by such typical patrolmen as Horatio Bottomley, G.K.Chesterton, 

George Robey and G.B. Shaw, the latter who was purported to have reported: „It was 

a bloody battle (but not my blood).‟  

 

Amongst the poetic contributions in 1918 were two from Major Blumberg, 1/7th King‟s, 

including „Wipers‟, reproduced in the appendix p.242. While he was a senior officer 

from Southport, Blumberg‟s poem used the language and dialect of the men in the 

ranks. 
13

It may not be a piece for literary acclaim but it may have been more 

appealing than perhaps some others written by officers about the War. It also 

demonstrates that the magazine itself was aimed at the readership amongst the 

other ranks.  

 

The most heartfelt comment lay in the witty (and, as it turned out, accurate) report in 

the 1917 edition: „the war will certainly end before 1930. This is official‟. 
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Fuller found that many trench magazines only ran to five or less editions, so it may 

be that there is nothing untoward in only having two. However, both were published 

in June. In June 1917 it had been several months since the Division had been in a 

direct attack. Not only had there been time to work on a publication but also the 

assault at Ypres on 31st July, was looming. Perhaps this was an opportunity to give 

another boost to the morale and unity of the Division before that attack. The content 

was distinctly Lancastrian. The edition in June 1918 came after a difficult winter, 

followed by the German Spring Offensive. The magazine in June was an opportunity 

to boost morale again after the very successsful, but costly, stand at Givenchy in 

April. It came out too far in advance of the Division‟s Advance a few months hence, 

but the halting of the German Offensive and crucial battles on other areas of the 

Front, were signs of a turning tide. Again, Divisional command needed to put out 

another subtle message of loyalty and commitment, emphasising its Lancashire 

focus.   

 

The red rose of Lancashire, which appeared on the front of Sub Rosa, was an 

emblem noted by the Major-General as „an object of deepest reverence … there was 

no more dreadful punishment … than to order the individual to remove the Rose from 

his shoulders or the unit erase it from their transport‟.
14

 When the booklet produced to 

celebrate the stand at Givenchy in April 1918 had an early version of the logo, 

Jeudwine was incensed, noting on his copy „This is not the correct badge‟.
15

  In 

theory, every officer and man had the badge on both shoulders and it was painted on 

every item of transport and artillery. The rose had been adopted as the motif during 

1916, however  the motto, „We win or die‟, was adopted in 1917, coming from a 

poem by Lieutenant L.G. Wall, A Battery 275 1st West Lancashire Brigade, who was 

killed on 9th June 1917: 

 

„When Princes fought for England‟s Crown 
The house that won the most renown 
And trod the sullen Yorkist down 
Was Lancaster 
 
Her blood red emblem, stricken sore 
Yet steeped her pallid foe in gore, 
Still stands for England ever more 
And Lancaster 
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Now England‟s blood like water flows, 
Full many a lusty German knows 
We win or die who wear the Rose 

Of Lancaster‟
16

 

  

The numbers of local men in the 1/7th Battalion clearly did decline during the War but 

this „local‟ link was never broken. It is very clear that the Battalion remained 

predominantly a Lancastrian one, even if the Merseyside element fell below 50%. As 

with the study of the Leeds Territorials, where Morris found that despite losing high 

numbers of local men, the „local spirit‟ of the Battalions remained, the maintenance of 

this social cohesion and esprit de corps was also prevalent in 1/7th King‟s.
17

 A great 

deal of this was due to the activities of the Division, bolstered by the publication of 

the trench magazine. While evidence of the local connection is more limited in 1917, 

the reaction to the defence of Givenchy in 1918, examined below, does demonstrate 

the importance of the local identity of the unit for its morale. The study, below, of the 

disciplinary record of the Battalion gives an indication of the consistency of the 

Battalion‟s esprit de corps. 

 

 Discipline matters 

 

A unit‟s disciplinary record was an indicator of morale and thus also related to its 

combat effectiveness. The record of 7th King‟s appears to have been a good one with 

relatively few cases overall, although there is a recognisable difference between their 

time in the Regular Divisions in 1915 and the impact of Major-General Jeudwine. 

Jeudwine was especially known for his emphasis on training and discipline, and there 

is evidence of increased attention to disciplinary matters once the Battalion joined the 

55th Division in 1916.
1188

  However, it also seems apparent that the efforts of the 

Battalion and its Colonel, Marriott, within the Division, had first to overcome the 

memory of a rout at Loos in September 1915. Difficulties with discipline have been 

highlighted in 1917. Beckett summarised that „military crime invariably rose after 

heavy casualties‟, noting particular problems following Passchendaele. He also noted 

that despite the notoriously difficult winter of 1917/18, an analysis of Fifth Army 
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records showed „little sign of any serious morale problems‟ and an examination, 

below, of discipline in the 7th King‟s Battalion‟s time in Fifth Army confirms this. 
19

  

 

During the whole War Courts Martial heard 141 cases from 7th King‟s, constituting 

124 individuals (a number of men were tried on more than one occasion). This was 

0.1% of all cases recorded in the Field General Courts Martial records. These results 

are presented in Tables Eleven p.240 and Twelve and Graph Five p.241. The only 

consistent comparison of discipline that can be carried out is in terms of death 

sentences.  An analysis of all units by Oram indicated that the King's Liverpool 

Regiment as a whole had 62 death sentences passed; twenty-two in the first four 

Regular Battalions, twenty-six in the Territorials (5th - 10th Battalions) and fourteen in 

the New Army and Service Battalions.
20

 This indicates that discipline amongst 

Territorials was not noticeably worse than amongst Regulars and would imply a 

cohesive unit committed to comrades and the cause. 

 

Of the death sentences, six were for men in the 7th Battalions, representing 23% of 

all the Liverpool Territorials sentenced - the same as 9th Battalion, but less than 8th 

(eleven). The 10th (Scottish) were the only one of the six Territorial Battalions to have 

no-one sentenced to death.
21

 Only six of the Liverpool Regiment's sentences were 

carried out with two Regulars, two Territorials (from the Liverpool Irish) and two New 

Army men being shot.
22

 Six executions out of the Regiment‟s total 62 sentences 

corresponds with the overall ratio of executions during the War being 10% of the 

3,080 sentences.
23

 Another two men from 7th King‟s are not amongst the official court 

records but were reported as absentees being sought by the Military Police.
24

 Their 

fate is unknown.
25
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The large majority of other disciplinary cases in the Battalion involved Privates. There 

is no reliable indication of the soldiers' social backgrounds but there is some limited 

evidence of the ethnicity of the men involved. In their studies on executions 

Putkowski and Sykes have shown that northern English units suffered 

disproportionately.
26

 Oram has drawn out the latent trends and fears showing that 

there were racial and other considerations involved. An indication of this may be 

seen in the fact that the Irish 8th Battalion had more men sentenced to death than any 

of the other Liverpool Battalions. Conversely, the Liverpool Scottish had none at all. 

Oram was clear that it was the Irish who were seen as the 'threat' to military order.
 27

  

It is possible to make a crude assessment of the ethnic origin of those charged from 

their surnames. On this basis, maybe up to thirty-eight (30%) of the 124 cases 

recorded could be men of Scottish, Welsh or Irish descent. Compared with the earlier 

assessment of names listed in Soldiers Died, that 10% of the Battalion were Celtic, 

this much higher proportion of men with apparently immigrant roots who were 

charged would tend to support Oram‟s conclusions. However, there is no evidence 

that the transfer of men from the Liverpool Irish in January 1918 created a significant 

change in the disciplinary record of 1/7th King‟s. 

 

As shown in Table Twelve p.241 and Graph Five p.241, there was an average of just 

over one case per month in 1915, whereas this more than doubled each year for the 

rest of the War.
28

 Apart from two men sentenced to death for sleeping at their post 

and a Private tried for desertion in December, the cases were largely low level 
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misdemeanours, usually drunkenness.
29

 There does not appear to be any link 

between these serious „crimes‟ and a particular event.
30

  

 

If the individuals‟ behaviour indicated a Battalion of good discipline, one incident 

relating to the whole Battalion damaged that gloss to some extent. In November 1915 

Major Paul Hemelryk, acting Colonel of the Battalion, was sent home in unusual 

circumstances, and this coincided with a long leave of absence for Colonel Potter, 

resulting in Captain Marriott being put in command of the Battalion. Writing in a letter 

to his father dated 25th October 1915 Marriot recounted that   

the poor old battalion had a severe trial the other night which had a 
rather unfortunate sequel. It was a misty night, chaos in the front line 
when you could not state definitely if the trench was ours or the 
Bosch... sudden outburst of bombing near a large body of men. The 
men were already overstrung and half a dozen got out of hand. A 
report and request for names has been made but none are 
forthcoming and two days later on adverse reports were sent in. There 
was not much about the Battalion as a whole and the General said the 

Officer's conduct was splendid
31

 
 

The letter referred to the „last fighting‟ and in a letter at the end of September he had 

written: „We have been forward again since my last and things have happened which 

unfortunately I am not allowed to speak about.‟
32

 Marriot later inserted these 

paragraphs into his text in the letter of 25th October. The chronology of 

correspondence clearly places the incident in question during the battle of Loos. 

There is a note made by the cataloguer of the collection in Liddell's Archive to the 

effect that the CO was sacked and sent home.
33

 

 

This was a conclusion corroborated by a further reference in Marriott's 

correspondence where he referred to „the unfortunate affair of the night attack on the 

Battalion leading to the CO's sacking.‟
34

 Certainly around this time, Potter appears to 

have disappeared but this seems linked either to an injury – Potter was in a list of 
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casualties of 25th September which Marriott recounted later in his letters,
35

 - or to 

personal problems: Marriott wrote: „ the CO is quite fit but his business and father are 

bad and I think he gets special leave tomorrow.‟
36

 On 1st November 1915, Marriott 

wrote:  „The CO has had his marching orders.. await actual instructions when I shall 

take over,‟ and this appears to refer to Potter because a subsequent letter records 

that Hemelryk and Stott were candidates for the promotion awarded to Marriott.
 37

  

  

This was a confused and confusing episode. It is clear that Hemelryk departed in bad 

favour as he appeared in the Army List as CO of 3/7th  Battalion at home.
38

 Marriott 

referred to it on a number of occasions in later letters: „...the authorities have 

forgotten or forgiven the incident which led to Hemelryk's departure, but I have found 

it many times a millstone round the neck‟; „I know Division is pleased as they sent 2 

bottles of whisky, 1 of Port and a tin of Egyptian cigars. This, compared with the 

reception after Loos under Hemelryk shows we are alright.‟
 39

  

  

In the absence of service records for either Marriot or Hemelryk, little more is known 

of the affair. There were no references in War Diaries at Battalion, Brigade, Division, 

Corps or Army level.
40

 It is only possible to assume the date of the incident based on 

Marriott's letters as there is no obvious reference in the Battalion War Diary.
41

 Nor 

was there any noticeable disciplinary action taken against men of the Battalion, at  

this juncture.
42

  Marriott was gazetted in December 1915.
43

 After he returned to  
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England in late summer, 1916, it was Colonel Potter who returned to take over 

command, apparently signifying that there was no slur against him at least.
44

 

 

While writers have observed that territorial discipline tightened up during the War, the 

new Divisional General, Jeudwine, was particularly keen.
45

 Baynes has listed good 

discipline as an element of morale but Jeudwine said just the opposite, that morale 

was an element of good discipline.
46

 The transformation in discipline brought by 

Jeudwine was felt by the Battalion Commanders. Marriott wrote home in March 1916 

saying: „The old Territorial ideas have gone by the board. We are Regulars pure and 

simple. Last time we were in rest I had 31 men tied to the wheel at the same time‟.
47

 

By March 1916 only thirty-one cases had gone through the courts in the whole of the 

previous twelve months. It is possible that Marriott's exaggeration was based on fact, 

possibly the half dozen men sentenced under s.11 on 28th February.
48

 However, not 

all cases were processed through the system by Battalion Officers, though a crime 

meriting Field Punishment Number One should have been significant enough to have 

done so.
 49

  

    

On another occasion ten men were charged with „disobedience‟ and were also 

sentenced in June to 90 days Field Punishment Number One.
50

 This may have been 

a particularly significant and co-ordinated act of disobedience, or the punishment 
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may have been just to set an example in advance of the raids and fighting described 

in the previous chapter. Tilsley noted that „a man who is crucified to a wheel before 

all his comrades suffers a degrading, demoralising punishment. His battalion is often 

kept in the line longer that the recognised spell‟.
51

 His storyteller, Bradshaw, had 

been in doubt about the existence of Field Punishment No.1 until he had seen „a 

Lancashire of the old Festubert days tied to a limber wheel near the cookhouse. Men 

passed by indifferent and spiritless; the Aussies would have cut him free very 

quickly‟.
52

 

 

There is no record in the War Diary of this event. June was spent in „Usual trench 

routine‟, working parties, classes and instruction around Wailly. May 1916 had been 

much the same, including a visit by Jeudwine on Sunday 28th, who had 

congratulated the Battalion on its „excellent turnout and appearance.‟
 53

 Appearance 

was another of Jeudwine‟s concerns, emphasising the need for smartness and 

discipline in saluting.
54

 There were several references to being congratulated on its 

appearance in the Battalion War Diary – 6th April 1916 by the Corps Commander 

and 28th May by Jeudwine for example – although Marriott wrote that „the general is 

alternatively cursing or praising us. He likes our vigorous methods but says we are 

dirty when in billets. He is right to an extent as we recruit from the slums of Bootle.‟
55

 

  

A study of the cases around Third Ypres in 1917 proves interesting as it coincides 

with a period generally reckoned to have been of lower morale and tests the 

assertion that discipline was tightened in advance of a 'Big Push'.
56

 The incidence of 

convictions in the Battalion increased during 1917 suggesting either an increase in 

poor discipline or a tightening up of discipline. Two cases of cowardice occurred in 

July, while the Battalion was supplying working parties on the outskirts of Ypres and 

there were three other cases, for being drunk and an offence against an inhabitant, 
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for striking a senior officer, and one under s.40 of the Army Act.
57

 This considerably 

higher number in July could have been related to the imminent attack on 31st at 

Ypres.   

 

These two cases of cowardice were the only ones recorded in 7th King‟s. Table 

Eleven p.240 shows the nature of offences alleged against men during the hostilities. 

It is interesting to note that charges under s.11 were prevalent in 1916, but for the 

rest of the War the miscellaneous charge under s.40, for offences prejudicial to order 

and discipline, was more common.
 58

 Sleeping or quitting a post did not occur in the 

Battalion after 1916. However, desertion was much more prevalent in 1917 and 1918 

indicating a growing disillusionment and demoralisation in the War. The extent of 

self-inflicted wounds is not clear, as a Fifth Army circular reminded officers that men 

to be tried for self-wounding should usually be charged under s.40 and not s.18(2).
59

  

In the Fifth Army as whole, the number of convictions for self-inflicted wounds under 

s.40  from June to September 1917 was 101 out of 1,771 individual classified 

charges - 5.7%.
60

 As the cases of Barker and McFarlane in July were „Cowardice 

s.40‟, it is possible that these were incidences of self-inflicted wounds.
61

  

  

Comparative information for the period the 55th Division spent in Fifth Army between 

June and September 1917 exists in the detailed conviction statistics extant in the 
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War Diary,
62

 and it will be recalled from the previous chapter that much of this time 

was spent in the Front Line areas. During this period the Division's rate of convictions 

varied from 1% to 2% of that Army's convictions, and in July it was at its highest with 

fourteen convictions (2%). Five of these were from 1/7th King's Liverpool. In October 

57th (West Lancashire 2nd Line) Division joined Fifth Army more or less as the 1st Line 

Division left, and of six convictions in that Division, only one was from 2/7th King's 

Battalion. The statistics demonstrate that both Divisions had low levels of indiscipline 

compared to other units in Fifth Army at that time.  As  the winter passed into 1918 

there were six cases of serious indiscipline between December and February, 

including desertion, breaking out and under s.40, and a series of isolated convictions 

for breaking out, desertion and disobedience went on into April, resulting in eight men 

being given Field Punishment Number One.
63

 Although still relatively few in number, 

this corroborates the period being one of low morale.  

 

There were further charges in 1918, including two desertions in May, two in June, 

one in August and two more in September.
64

 Critchley recalled an incident when he 

had struck an officer which seems to have occurred during the stand at Givenchy, or 

possibly soon afterwards. It does not appear in official records but  he recorded it in 

his interview:  

I was on duty in an advance post and no-one came out in daytime ... 
this officer had only just come out to France ... and he broke our rule 
of not being disturbed [during the day].  When he came into our sap I 
let fly at him ... I got 90 days field punishment number one ... I was 
lucky because I could have been shot but at my trial I had my Adjutant 
to act for me in my defence. When the officer was asked could he 
identify me as the one who hit him, he shuffled and said I think so ... 
but the Court knew I'd done it so I got field punishment no. 1 but 
spared my life. All pay was stopped and I lost two stripes - but when 
the punishment was over I got them back ... All my lads had been 
asked and they all said they did not see me and they told the Court 
no-one was allowed in the sap in the daytime - my defence by the 

Adjutant was that I may have thought he was a German.
65

  
 

The statistical evidence shows that Jeudwine‟s approach to discipline had an impact, 

as the number of cases rose dramatically within the Battalion once it had joined 55th 

Division. However, the incidence remained low. There is some evidence that charges 
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increased in advance of an attack, for instance in July 1917. This reflects the officers‟ 

need to instil some resolve and demonstrate to the men the futility of indiscipline. The 

more consistent rumbling number of convictions for desertion and breaking out which 

continued from late 1917 through 1918, could be an indication of low morale amongst 

the men, rather than over enthusiastic officers making a point. As an indication of 

morale, both arguments provide a background for the examination of combat 

effectiveness at Ypres, the Lys and in the Hundred Days, which follows.  

 

Third Battle of Ypres – ‘our finest hour’
66

 

 

Further indication of the continued relationship between Home and Front and the 

Unit‟s combat effectiveness being fed by the morale inspired by that symbiotic 

relationship can be understood through a study of Third Ypres. This demonstrates 

that in spite of an apparent rise in discipline problems which could be an indication of 

a dip in morale, the links between Home and Battalion were maintained through 

newspapers and letters home. Third Ypres also demonstrates a further step in the  

tactical development of the Battalion in particular, and the Territorial Force in general.  

 

As Southport prepared to celebrate the third anniversary of the Declaration of War, in 

August 1917, the editor of the Southport Guardian was forced to admit the enemy 

was „still firmly entrenched‟ though in „moral isolation‟. Despite the hope that 1916-17 

would be „the year of restoration‟ he was enthusiastic in reporting that, having taken 

Vimy Ridge and the Messines Ridge, the Allies „are now completing the capture of 

the Ypres salient‟. In the same edition, on other pages, there were lists of the 

wounded being brought to Southport, fresh from the new assault on 31st July. 
67

 The 

community could read the words of encouragement but would be in no doubt of the 

sacrifice when they saw the flood of men to the local hospitals. 

 

Having spent much of the spring, as Wyrall wryly noted, „in trenches, usual routine‟,
68

 

1/7th King‟s Liverpools were in action again at Ypres on 31st July. Later, despite 

fighting over much the same ground again in September, the Battalion achieved 

some tactical success. The wider strategy failed and lessons were learnt regarding 

still more flexibility in attack and reliance on local leadership decisions. These factors 
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formed key parts of the Divisional training in later 1917 and 1918, in both offence and 

defence.  

 

The attack known later as Third Ypres, began at 3.50am 31st July, Zero Hour,
69

 and 

1/7th King‟s were in action until the Division was withdrawn early on 4th August. The 

55th Division was now in XIX Corps, Fifth Army and attacked eastwards from Ypres, 

with 166th and 165th Brigades leading the assault. Their first objective was the 

enemy's front line trench system, or Blue Line, and then the rear battalions would 

leapfrog and capture the second line system, the Black Line (Stuzpunkt Line). Then 

164th Brigade would pass through the lines to take the third line system, or Green 

Line (Gheluvelt - Langemarck Line).
70

 

  

What actually happened on 31st July 1917, until it started to rain again, has been 

described as relatively successful by historians,
71

 and this appeared to be supported 

by evidence relating to 1/7th King‟s operations.  

 

The 165th Brigade captured the enemy‟s front line trench system.
72

 Companies of 

1/7th King‟s attacked and held Square Farm and Plum Farm, German strongpoints, 

while B Company captured the Pommern Redoubt. Demonstrating the local decision 

making, Captain Heaton of B Company also took command of  A and D Companies 

as men came into the Pommern Redoubt to consolidate the position.
73

  

 

Despite some advances as far as the Green Line, the Black Line was the farthest any 

Brigade held by the end of the day and XIX Corps were informed of the situation and 

„the suggestion [was] made that supporting troops might be sent up‟.
 74

 This was in 

response to Jeudwine‟s concerns for his position:  

Troops very much mixed up. Communicated this to BGGS [Brigadier-
General] in case CC [Corps Commander] thought it advisable to bring 
a Bde up behind. Told him all my troops engaged, nothing in reserve, 
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except 2 Bns in Blue line - but uncertain whether one of these had not 

been moved up. Told BGGS this on telephone at 5.35.
75

   
 

Corps did indeed order a renewed attack but with the onset of rain Jeudwine and 

some of his staff visited the Brigade headquarters and at 11pm he informed Corps 

that it would be impossible for the Division to attack again. He was so concerned at 

the state of his troops that he withdrew 164th Brigade entirely and demanded that 

trains were used to take the men away.
76

  

 

The 165th Brigade War Diary entry for the following day is worth transcribing in full:  

Dawn found the Brigade holding tenaciously on to the dearly bought 
BLACK LINE. Throughout the whole night heavy rain had fallen and 
the terrain, already in a much churned up condition from the heavy 
shell fire, was now nothing but slush and mud. The men had spent the 
night standing in what were once trenches - now knee deep in mud 
and water - and although soaked through, tired out and hungry, they 

cheerfully stood the heavy enemy shelling.
77

  
 

However, another day of being shelled under these conditions in the trenches made 

the situation untenable. A report at 8.50am on 2nd August from 165th Brigade stated 

that „the men were completely exhausted - some unable to stand.‟ The relief was 

delayed as another counter-attack was launched and it was not until 4am on 4th 

August that 36th Division took command of the sector and all Lancashire men and 

equipment had pulled back.  

 

Critchley called 31st July the Battalion's „finest hour‟,
78

 and when the Brigadier-

General‟s praise for the King‟s Battalions was published, the Southport Guardian 

heralded the „Praise for Local Troops‟ which would be read with „considerable pride 

and interest by Southport people‟.
79

 Letters home were more censored than they had 

been in 1915, omitting mention of the units and names of comrades, but they still 

gave the local community a graphic idea of the fighting. Private Baxendale wrote 

from hospital in Boulogne:  

 One of my best pals has been wounded in the legs, and another one 
killed. I don‟t know how several other chums have fared. You will have 
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read about the latest push, so it‟s no use telling you anything about it, 

except that I was there, I hope for the last time in that particular spot.
80

 
  

Private Willie Miller was in the first wave and had „cleared two lots of German 

trenches and we were going strong for the village of --- when I got shot in the left 

leg‟.
81

 Jack Farrington, promoted to Corporal but now acting Sergeant, won a Military 

Medal for his action on 31st July.  

We had 2,000 yards to go before we reached our objective. When we 
were half-way we had to halt on account of our barrage, and make the 
best cover we could get …. [the officer had been killed] so I took charge 
of the platoon. Up to then we had six men missing. I got the remainder 
together, ready for the next advance, and I am glad to say we drove the 
Germans back and gained the position … I captured between 30 and 40 

prisoners.
82

  
  

It was estimated that thirty enemy officers and 600 men were captured by the 

Division, while it suffered 166 officer casualties and 3,384 men between 30th July 

and 4th August 1917.
83

  

 

Casualties had been heavy from early on 31st July and reserve stretcher bearers had 

to be sent for. By 1st August over 400 men from other units were being used as 

stretcher bearers for the Division under terrible conditions –  

[Rain] rendered carrying a very difficult matter, for the trenches 
became impassable ... and carrying in the open, which had in most 
cases to be resorted to, was slow by reason of the bearers having to 
pick their way between shell-holes. Towards the end it was found that 

8 bearers had to be used for each stretcher.
84

  
 

Miller described the conditions the wounded were left in: „We were lying in shell holes 

on Wednesday night full of water and we had to cross a river after Fritz had blown up 

a bridge.‟
85

 Between midnight 30th/31st July and midnight on 3rd/4th August, 1,150 

stretcher cases were dealt with at the main Corps Dressing Station.
86
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The Divisional Report noted a number of specific areas where problems had arisen, 

not least because, „as expected the Tanks were late‟. Despite the heavy shelling, 

„concrete dugouts were quite undamaged‟ and while communications had worked 

reasonably well, once damaged the reliance on runners was undermined by the rain 

which slowed that method of communication down.  The Report noted that as „the 

state of the ground rendered efficient work of Tanks impossible‟ it would have been 

better to use them to carry ammunition, wire and tools, thus potentially saving 

carrying   parties and other casualties.
87

 

 

In approaching the second phase of the battle, GHQ attempted to reinvigorate their 

tactics. Experience had shown the importance of following close on the barrage; the 

training on leapfrogging to bring in fresh battalions to relieve the atttacking battalions 

and the need to prepare for defence against counter-attack as soon as an objective 

was secured were the main elements of what was a successful assault.
88

  Also 

important were the multi-layered barrages and role of the gunners in dealing with any 

enemy counter-attack.  

 

Still with Fifth Army, 55th Division found itself attacking virtually the same objectives 

on 20th September as it had on 31st July. Now in combination with Second Army, the 

attack was to take the Gheluvelt Plateau and the ridge from Zonnebeke to 

Gravenstafel.
89

 The bombardment began at 3 am on 20th September 1917, and at 

zero hour – another dawn assault at 5.40am - 1/7th Battalion, King's Liverpool, 

attacked from a line of shell holes and disused trenches. Casualties came from the 

start from enemy machine guns in Kaynorth, Iberian Farm and Hill 35, despite being 

close under the barrage as it crept forward. No Man‟s Land was, according to Wyrall,  

a mass of shell holes full of water and „viscous mud which clung to the boots of the 

attackers‟.
90

 With assistance from the South African Brigade both Kaynorth and 

Iberian Farm – in effect a string of reinforced concrete dug-outs - were captured by 

1/7th King‟s around 6.45am. As the barrage had moved on, this was done without 

immediate artillery support.
91
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The positions were held and strong points constructed to prepare for the enemy's 

attack but despite heavy bombardment there was no counter-attack and the Battalion 

was relieved by 2/5th South Staffordshires at 1.30am on 23rd September. Sixty-one 

men were killed, 166 were wounded, twelve had gone missing and three later died of 

wounds, while five Officers died and four were wounded.
92

 Griffith referred to the 

attack as „a convincing resumption of the assault‟ and noted particularly the lower 

figures of casualties.
93

 The overall casualties in the Division were 127 officers and 

2,603 men.
94

 

 

When Private Baxendale had given scant details of the earlier battle because he 

assumed local people would have read about it already he was only partially correct. 

Those reports had been direct from GHQ and with little detail. However, this new 

attack was reported in much more depth in the local newspapers, using not only 

GHQ reports but also a number of letters from the Front. Official reports gave 

„prominence to the West Lancashire troops, which in conjunction with London troops, 

repulsed the enemy‟s infantry with great loss.‟ Details, based on Press Association 

reports, were highlighted in the editorials, noting the capture of Iberian Farm, Gallipoli 

and the Pommern Redoubt by the local troops of the King‟s Liverpools.
 95

  The 

release of such detail indicated Haig‟s need to enthuse the Home civilian and political 

population with good news in the light of mounting casualties and the prolonged 

attack, both of which adversely affected the resources available to him.  

 

More details were given by local troops, writing home about the Menin Road battle: 

„the old regiment has won new laurels. The fighting was far above anything we have 

struck lately for fierceness‟; „We just sailed in with the bayonet and a nice selection of 

bombs‟; „Hottest of all … was the rush through the rough cart-track … named 

Scotland Road … shells were dropping by the dozen and mud went splashing up into 

the sky in showers‟; „The men fought splendidly … I have never seen greater 

steadiness under trying conditions. There were many deeds of heroism … In one 

instance a Liverpool docker rushed a German machine gun post on his own, killed 

the team and turned the gun on the enemy.‟
96
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As at Festubert, the men were able to give a flavour of the battle for the home 

population, although the numbers of letters were fewer and details of the battle less 

so than in 1915. The newspapers continued to carry plenty of pictures of the dead 

and wounded with short biographies or letters from their company officer. Invariably 

these were printed alongside the reports of Military Tribunals in a deliberate 

juxtaposition of the community‟s commitment to the War.  

 

The success in key aspects of the assault has been overshadowed by the 

subsequent deterioration of the Passchendaele campaign which has contradicted a 

positive analysis, and suggested that there had been a failure to learn from 

experience.
97

 In contrast, Lee specifically pointed to the importance of Divisional and 

Brigade levels in pursuing new tactics in training, in preparation and in the troops' 

morale which was maintained through widespread loyalty to their unit, rather than a 

change at the top.
98

 Troop morale was crucially important because these new tactics 

were not always as seamless or as successful as planned. Anything to enhance that 

morale was therefore important. Key elements such as more careful reconnaissance; 

the marking of platoon flanks by notice boards and tape to try and maintain better 

contact at ground level; and the three Infantry Brigade commanders in the Division 

being in a joint headquarters to ensure close liaison with artillery command, were 

deemed the most successful.
99

  

 

Unfortunately „liaison between Brigade Headquarters and the [artillery] Batteries was 

bad‟. Communications were also a problem - visual, signal and running 

communications were better, when there was fine weather but all the wires which ran 

through Bridge House had been cut by shelling.
100

  Jeudwine noted other difficulties 

such as rifle grenadiers having no grenades, officers without maps, men not knowing 

where their company or platoon headquarters were, lack of tools, flares, and  

sandbags.
101

 These appeared to be earlier problems repeating themselves. 
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Following the Passchendaele Campaign, Second Army Headquarters issued detailed 

notes to Divisions to draw from their experiences at Ypres and to further develop the 

learning process begun on the Somme. They acknowledged that new tactics were 

required as objectives, such as definite lines of trenches, had disappeared. There 

needed to be new ways of providing flexibility in attack, in terms of both the lines or 

waves attacking and of more local initiative and leadership. A key area was the 

liaison and junction between units. Rifle, Lewis gun and rifle grenades were 

becoming more important and it was argued bombing squads should be re-trained as 

riflemen. Some of this thinking was developed later in 1918 as platoons became the 

focus of attention for an all-arms attack. 

 

All units had to be prepared for the inevitable counter-attack which had to be 

repulsed and followed up. Key to this was the need for training of junior commanders 

in developing the initiative to act in unexpected situations and in reorganising the 

men to prepare for counter-attacks. Training was also important in the use of a 

compass; in the value of using models and replicas; in enemy equipment, so that it 

could be turned on the Germans and used against them; in the particular problems of 

the Salient 'pill boxes'; and on more open warfare with junior NCOs and Privates 

needing to understand powers of leadership and initiative in the event of the loss of 

their officers.
102

 

 

The significance of learning and adapting new tactics of attack would only become 

apparent the following summer. As 1917 turned to winter and the new year, the 

important aspect of tactical development was to be one of defence.   

 

The Battle of the Lys, April 1918 

 

The defensive operation at Givenchy in the spring of 1918 was of strategic 

importance in stemming the German attack. It was also significant for it was founded 

on tactics developed and championed by Jeudwine and his Division which fell 

outside GHQ doctrine. It had particular significance for the men who fought it and for 

their local communities as it formed a significant part of the shared identity of the 

community which can be seen through the War and indeed after it. Its resonance will 
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be seen in the analysis of the postwar commitment to the area through charitable and 

memorable works.  

 

The German attack, known as the Battle of the Lys, has only recently been studied in 

depth.
103

 Known most for the failings of the Portugese contingent, it has received little 

scrutiny, although the maintenance of the Line was seen at the time as being of 

crucial importance. This analysis of the role of the West Lancashire Territorials and 

particularly 1/7th King‟s in that defence, is preceded by an examination of Jeudwine‟s 

personal involvement in developing the defensive tactics of the BEF in advance of 

the German Offensive of spring 1918, demonstrating the Major-General‟s importance 

within the BEF and the consequent esteem in which the Division was held. 

 

Festubert had been a formative experience for the 1/7th King‟s. It had been their first 

action undertaken when they were new to the real War, part of a Regular Division, 

and consisted of a strong local contingent. After almost exactly three years they were 

back in the Bethune sector in spring 1918, with Horne again in charge.
104

 This time 

many of the local old guard had gone, but those who remained were now part of a 

Territorial Division which, as shown in chapter four, prided itself on its local identity. 

They had learned their lessons in attack since 1915, but had been castigated for the 

German breakthrough in the counter-attack after Cambrai in December 1917. As 

they had not seen any action since that attack, by April 1918 they were fresher than 

most of the other Divisions in the line, their „physical and spiritual stamina was high‟; 

but they had been reorganised and the numbers of Battalions reduced.
105

 As has 

been seen, dilution meant reduced numbers of local men and a reliance on smaller 

optimum fighting strengths, though the sense of local identity still pervaded all that 

they did. The study of the 55th Division defence in this part of the chapter 

complements the appraisal of the whole Lys Battle carried out by Blades, and 

highlights the flaws in Samuels‟ analysis of the BEF defensive system.
106
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A Military Court of Enquiry into the German counter-attack at Cambrai on 30th 

November 1917, found that Jeudwine‟s Division – 166th Brigade and 2/5th South 

Lancashire Battalion in particular – had been surprised by the enemy, that warnings 

had gone unheeded, that there was a lack of both in depth defence and  a strategy 

for a defensive battle.
107

 Both Jeudwine and his Corps Commander, General Snow, 

argued that the opinion of the Court was „absurd and contrary not only to the truth but 

to the evidence‟.
108

 In correspondence throughout 1925 and 1926 they were very 

clear that it had been Ivor Maxse behind the Court‟s findings, referring to his 

„personal advertisement‟ as „very poisonous‟.
109

 Both Neillands‟ and Terraine‟s 

appraisals of the attack supported Snow‟s position,
110

 who „exonerated all ranks of 

55th Division of unpreparedness‟.
111

 By 1927, however, any damage to the morale of 

the men in the Front Line of the Division had already been done. 

 

The Court‟s comments about a lack of defensive doctrine at Villers-Guislain were  

seriously undermined as within days of that German attack Jeudwine was heading a 

Committee of Generals to prepare new defensive procedures.  Great merit was seen 

in the German systems and Jeudwine, Sir James Edmonds – then a staff officer in 4th 

Division – and Brigadier-General MacMullen of XIX Corps Staff were appointed by 

Haig to prepare some recommendations on how the British could develop a similar 

„elastic‟ defence system.
112

 There was considerable mystery about this Committee as 

it received scant attention in the Official History, despite Edmonds‟ involvement, and 

Blades noted that no copy of the report has survived.
113

 The Committee‟s proposals 
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represented an adaptation of the German defensive doctrines, gleaned from 

captured documents and experience. GHQ rejected the proposals and instead 

agreed a different adaptation of the German doctrine, apparently first propounded 

amongst Rawlinson‟s Second Army.
114

  

 

The Jeudwine Committee‟s proposals were based on a recognition that the BEF 

could not adapt in full to the German doctrine of defence as quickly and as easily as 

was necessary. They therefore proposed an amended version that the outpost line 

be thinly held, but that it be a line. When the attack came, the attackers would be 

held up here, but defenders would then fall back to the main line of resistance.
115

  By 

having a thin outpost line sufficient men were left further back to staunch the attack 

and to form counter-attacks. If possible, ordered and planned withdrawal to the main 

resistance line was a significant part of the defensive system.  

 

Edmonds did later acknowledge that the German system should have been adopted 

but that not only were time and labour lacking in advance of 21st March, there was 

also no real understanding by GHQ of the principles involved in defence in depth.
116

 

Wynne and Samuels claimed that if this system had operated in March 1918 the Line 

would have broken.
117

 That may have been true, but it was never tested on 21st 

March. When it was tested on 9th April against XI Corps the reverse proved true.
118

  

 

The attack on 9th April 1918 was at the point where the BEF could least afford to 

give ground, threatening the rail and distribution centre at Hazebrouck, the coalfields, 

the road to Dunkirk and the channel ports.
119

  This central part  of the Line was held 

by a weakened IX Corps and XV Corps made up of re-formed or convalescing 

Divisions. The Portuguese 1st and 2nd Divisions sat to the north of the West 
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Lancashire Division, with 51st Highland Division completing XI Corps.
120

 While 

Jeudwine‟s men were comparatively fresh, not having been involved in the earlier 

offensive, it was Jeudwine‟s resolve in sticking to his rejected defensive doctrine that 

was to prove effective.
 121

   

 

It is significant that Horne left the organisation of defence to his Corps commanders, 

noting only that without the strength to fight in depth they must concentrate the fight 

in the Forward Zone
122

 - where the „blobs‟ were. However, at a strategic conference 

the previous day, Haking, his Divisional commanders, and Jeudwine, and his Brigade 

commanders, appear to have agreed a different defensive scheme, based on the 

Jeudwine Committee proposals.
123

 One of Edmonds‟ later correspondents, General 

Green, cited Haking‟s „strategical and tactical insight‟ as being crucial on 9th April 

1918, as „defensive measures were decided on, in place of the hitherto vague and 

uncertain policy‟.
124

 Correspondence between Jeudwine, Haking and Edmonds when 

compiling the Official History demonstrated that they „had no truck‟ with the concept 

of a zonal defence in depth; in other words, neither the German system nor the GHQ 

version of it, but they used the version propounded by the Jeudwine Committee.
125

  

 

The Conference agreed that, because of the limited number of troops available, 

emphasis should be put on defending Givenchy, in order to maintain the support 

flank across the La Bassee Canal to Cuinchy. It was agreed that the only objective 

for the front line troops was to defend the front system. Givenchy defences were to 

be strengthened, a counter-attack from the Village Line prepared, protection for the 

Village Line to be improved  and the main line of defence to be made as strong as 

possible. The Village Line was to be made „a continuous line so that troops can pass 

along it‟.
126
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The southern sub-sector included a tunnel that had been constructed under 

Givenchy village with no forward line, thus the Line of Resistance for 164th Brigade 

was the Front Line – „a definite line not zone composed of independent 

strongpoints‟.
127

  This gave no real depth to the defence, but the local environment 

did not allow for it. For 165th Brigade in front of Festubert, the marshy and boggy 

ground was unsuitable for fortified positions other than for delaying the attack, thus 

for 1/7th King‟s, their Line of Resistance was the Village Line, to which they could fall 

back from their outpost line.  

 

Wynne and Samuels‟ critiques do not address the shortage of men available to 

implement the German defence doctrine in full. Corps Commanders were clear that 

the back line of defences had to be held by other units: „If we have any idea of 

holding our front and holding our back system at the same time with our limited 

number of troops, we shall have insufficient to hold either and shall run the risk of 

being beaten piecemeal.‟
128

 

 

The forty-two Officers and 946 men of 1/7th King‟s Battalion had been in the trenches 

and outposts in front of Festubert since 31st March 1918.
129

 Leave for the men had 

been stopped for over a week though Private Erlam Greaves was still hopeful of 

getting back to Formby on Thursday 4th April
130

 but on the morning of 9th he lay, with 

the rest of 1/7th King‟s, to the front of the central part of Festubert village. The 1/4th 

Loyals and 1/4th King‟s Own held the line in front of Givenchy to the canal.
131

  

Platoons were to hold the defended localities at all costs. They were wired for all- 

round defence, communication trenches were wired and wire ran in all directions to 

the Front to cramp the enemy‟s movement.
132

 With this system of apron-fencing, 

tunnels and a mass of wire, extensive training in their own system was imperative in 

order to carry out any necessary counter-attacks. According to Colonel Crump, GOC 

1/4th Loyals, it was this training policy which „bore fruit – a remarkable example of the 
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value of taking the British soldier into your confidence and making him understand 

„why‟ he was being ordered to do something‟.
133

 Samuels describes this system as 

simply a return to the old „Thin Red Line‟, but there was more flexibility than that and 

he is incorrect in calling the system „entirely passive‟.
134

 All the evidence points to 

Jeudwine constructing an „offensive defence‟.
135

  

 

Jeudwine demanded battle narratives after each engagement down to the lowest 

level and these provide a clear description of events. At 4.15am on the cold and 

misty morning of 9th April 1918 the Germans attacked the Allied Line with a severe 

bombardment which lasted for over two hours. The infantry attack began around 

8.00am, with 1/5th King‟s being attacked shortly before 1/7th. At 9.51am Division 

reported the SOS in front of Festubert to Corps. By 10.30am the outpost line was 

lost.
136

 

 

The heavy mist or fog restricted visibility to about ten yards,
137

 and when the assault 

came this added to the confusion. The front companies were overpowered, from the 

flank and the rear. However, „the fierce and stubborn fighting of the  platoons and 

companies in the front posts‟ had broken up and disorganised the attackers.
138

 As the 

front posts were overpowered few men came back and the remainder were ordered 

by Company Commanders to fall back to the Village Line.
 139

   

 

Casualties in the battle were high, and came predominantly from the initial 

bombardment and subsequent attack.
140

 A number of officers were taken out of the 

battle, leaving men to organise themselves. Initiative at a local level was quite 

prevalent and Brind referred to the defence by „the men in the strongpoints whom 

General Judy had trained … to have confidence in themselves‟.
141

 The confidence to 
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show initiative was crucial to holding the Division‟s frontage. In B Company, Critchley 

was surprised to see an officer - „up to then an Officer was so scarce I don't know 

where he came from ... Corporals and sergeants were the only persons in charge 

and made decisions.‟
142

  

 

When it became necessary, then, the retirement was an orderly one:  

Officers NCOs and men began to retire down the CT [communication 
trench] in a very orderly manner, each in turn, whenever possible, 
taking up the position on the side of the CT and covering the retreat of 
others. This was done so well that again no casualties occurred ... a 
further retreat was necessary, and again the CT was used where the 
retreat of the Company was done in a very magnificent manner, again 
each and all in turn covering each other ... At the end of the CT a final 

stand was made by Lieut. Wolcock and a few NCOs and men.
143

 
 

Strongholds changed hands often more than once but gradually the intiative was 

regained as Le Plantin, Windy Corner and others were recaptured.
144

 During the 

battle all and sundry were being told off for fighting detail: „Headquarters Details, 

including Cooks, spare Signallers, Pioneers, etc. had been ordered to take up a 

position...‟.
145

 Critchley said that once the Portuguese had retired and the enemy was 

behind them, „every available man...transport, cooks and fellows that had soft jobs 

after being wounded‟ were called into the line.
146

 Colonel Buckley, in describing the 

battle said „the 7th Kings were doing heroic work...everybody was in it – RE‟s, 

Pioneers, cooks, bottlewashers and all.‟
147

 Brind understood that, unusually, „it was 

an order in the Division that every man, servants, clerks, cooks etc. had to fire so 

many rounds over the top every month‟ in which case at least they would know what 

to do.
148
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The following day was relatively quiet for 1/7th King‟s but attacks continued elsewhere 

and there was more heavy shelling on 11th April. The Battalion was relieved two 

days later, after fifteen days in the line. The Division pulled out on 16th April to great 

accolade.
149

 The Division was relieved by 1st Division, whose 1st Battalion Black 

Watch could not hold the Givenchy ridge against another German attack.
150

  

 

Jeudwine, perhaps naturally, reasoned that the success of the Division had been 

down to their adoption of his defensive scheme: „the answer to the German tactics of 

infiltration, hitherto so successful, had been found‟.
151

 Much of the evidence supports 

this assertion. Blades believed that the training, encouragement of initiative and good 

communications were also vital elements of the Division‟s defence.
152

 Sheffield called 

the defence „stubborn‟.
153

 Eleventh Corps‟ analysis was that the German failure was 

due to the stubborn defence by the local platoons and the prompt and skilful counter-

attacks which were made to their flanks. They concluded:  

an enemy penetrating into gaps in our positions is very much at a 
disadvantage until he can widen the flanks of the gaps; if the 
defending troops strengthen the flanks of these gaps and hold on to 
their positions tenaciously, he is bound to be caught between two 

fires, and forced to surrender what he has gained.
154

  
 

The importance of the line to Haig was shown by his Special Order of the day 

famously issued on April 11th 1918 - „Every position must be held to the last man: 

there must be no retirement. With our backs to the wall, and believing in the justice of 

our cause, each  one of us must fight on to the end.‟
155

  

 

The stand at Givenchy-Festubert was a crucial one for the profile of the Division. In 

Haig's General Despatch following the battle he referred to the 55th Division's 

„success of this most gallant defence, the importance of which it would be hard to 

over-estimate,‟ which he said, in reference to units like 1/7th Kings, „ was due in great 
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measure to the courage and determination displayed by our advanced posts. These 

held out with the utmost resolution, though surrounded...‟.
156

 The Special Order was 

not issued just to the 55th Division, though readers of Coop's history, or the special 

publication issued by the Division, could be forgiven for thinking that it was. However, 

it was a significant element in boosting morale in the Division and strengthening 

community identity.  

 

In what seems like a unique idea by the Divisional Commander, all men of the 

Division were issued with a booklet which included comments and references 

praising the work of the Division during the battle. This was a healthy boost to morale 

and confidence. Congratulations came from the Army Commanders, Haig, Plumer, 

Horne and Haking, but the list of other individuals and organisations demonstrates 

the significance of the local community links. Led by Lord Derby, there were 

congratulations also from the mayors of Blackpool, Preston and Liverpool, from 

GOC's of 1st, 42nd, 51st and 57th Divisions, the Liverpool Corn Trade Association, the 

Blackpool Branch of Discharged and Demobilised Soldiers and Sailors, Liverpool 

Branch of Comrades of the Great War, and many past and serving officers and 

commanders of 55th Divisional units.  

 

Conan Doyle wrote „it is the talk of England‟; Lieutenant Colonel Duconge of  64th 

Infantry, French Army wrote: „This Rose which met the Boche has made him feel its 

terrible thorns‟. Despite the usual reporting not specifying which units were involved 

in particular battles, this local emphasis on „Lancashire men‟ was repeated in the 

press reports, and these were quoted at length for the benefit of the men.  

It was the magnificent stand of the 55th Lancashire Division at 
Givenchy which prevented what might have been a rather serious 
disaster‟ (the Times 12th April); the magnificent fighting qualities 
shown by the Lancashire territorials (Daily Mirror 13th April); the 
Lancashires of the 55th Division made such a great and gallant stand 
(Daily Chronicle 19th April); Every one who has a relative in that 
Division must be proud today. It was the Manchesters who originally 
took Givenchy, and it is again Lancashire men who are holding what 

Lancashire won (Manchester Guardian 20th April).
157

  
 

Both Formby and Litherland Councils made moves to have Haig's Order framed and 

hung in the Council offices. Nothing more was heard of this in Formby when the cost 
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of framing – between £10 and £12 - was discovered.
158

 Litherland agreed to hang the 

record in the Council Chamber and copies were sent out to local schools and 

organisations.
159

  The success of the defence and the key role which the local 

Division, and particularly the local Battalion, had played in this test for the BEF would 

not be lost on the local community. 

 

The stand at Givenchy was an important strategic success, built on the tactical nous 

of the Divisional General and the support and confidence shown in him by his Corps 

Commander. It was also built on the strengths and abilities of the men in this 

territorial unit, reaffirming the assertion that they were one of a limited number of 

more effective Divisions who could be relied upon in combat. Sheffield cited the 

importance of Jeudwine‟s training of the Division in the new methods of defence as 

paying off „handsomely‟. Sheffield, like Coop, referred specifically to the fighting of 

the outpost line, the counter-attacks and the initiative of local unit commanders down 

to platoon level.
160

 

 

This engagement also demonstrates, perhaps more than most, the importance of 

community links to enhancing and maintaining morale. The congratulations and 

desire to to be linked with a successful action at the Front were equally key factors in 

motivating community support for the remaining months of the War. The action is a 

good demonstration of how morale and combat effectiveness are inextricably linked. 

 

The Final Advance 

 

The leading role played by 55th Division in its sector of the Final Advance shows the 

reliance and confidence it had built in Army Command. Although not the main focus 

of attacks the central area was nonetheless a key link in the Allied Line. Under 

General Birdwood they were the most experienced and senior Division in the new 

Fifth Army,
161

 joined in III Corps by the 74th Division, dismounted Yeomanry, recently 

returned from Palestine.
162
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Following the Spring Offensives, the BEF was further restructured and Battalions 

reorganised. Community identity had been firmly re-established at Home and in 1/7th 

King‟s, despite the reduction in the numbers of local men. Morale was boosted by 

Givenchy and the accolades which followed, although a handful of attempted 

desertions over the summer still indicated some problems. The Battle of Amiens, 8th 

August 1918, marked the turning point in the fortunes of the War, and was swiftly 

followed by attacks at Albert by Byng‟s Third Army, and by Rawlinson‟s „new‟ Fourth 

to the south. At the end of August, Horne‟s First Army attacked around Arras.
163

  

 

During this final phase of the War, 55th Division were to advance 50 miles in the 80 

days after they left the Givenchy-Festubert line.
164

 The Division, and indeed the Allies 

as a whole, were able to do this by adapting a fuller understanding of what was 

requried in terms of tactics. Bourne critically pointed out that none of these tactics 

were new.
165

 This adoption of a weapons system, according to Sheffield, too, 

amounted to little more than using all available elements as part of an all-arms 

team.
166

 Griffith showed that the use of  creeping artillery barrage, scouts, improved 

signals and tanks all contributed to this new-found effectiveness. Particularly 

important was the attack front which was carried out in the „blob‟ formations designed 

to allow the platoon to switch direction and tactics, leading with any of the four 

sections, as demanded.
167

 This more mobile attack front was considerably different to 

the more structured assaults of the middle years of the War but evidence of this 

platoon-focus has already been seen in 1/7th Battalion at Ypres and Givenchy. 

 

The restructuring of the battalion focused increased firepower in platoons, reducing 

the official fighting strength to 900. However, 1/7th King‟s was always at the lower end 

of the permissible range, rarely going above 800 during the summer and, once the 

Advance was underway, facing a gradual reduction in men from 795 at the end of 

August to 694 at the Armistice. The significance of the new warfare developing can 

be seen in the Division‟s guidelines on battalion organisation where the post of 

„scout‟ at platoon HQ has been added to the table in the War Diary by hand.
 168

 The 
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strategy of following up the enemy withdrawal was reliant on maintaining the logistics 

of battle – supplies, transport, munitions
169

- and the local emphasis was on improved 

cooperation with RE [Royal Engineers]. Much better planning and involvement of 

platoon, company and battalion commanders were also needed in order to fully 

understand that „in these days slinging mud about is a very necessary part of the 

fighting‟.
170

   

 

Further, by developing a relatively limited focus for each attack and switching the 

focus of attack from one Army to another, the Line was able to advance 

successfully.
171

 Above all, the advance of the Line on all Fronts depended on the 

ability of each Army and each Division to adapt to these tactics. Griffith recognised 

this, referring specifically to the growing level of tactical skill amongst New Armies 

and Territorials, as essential for this success.
172

  

 

On 3rd September the enemy in front of 1/7th King‟s started to withdraw and over the 

next two days the line was advanced to Chapelle St. Roch and Violaines.
173

 As 

Sheffield notes, the relatively small scale operations by Fifth Army helped to force the 

Germans off the Lys battlefield by 6th September.
174

 The progress was made by 

fighting patrols, co-ordinated by the three Brigades continually shifting from left, to 

right, to support, and no attempt was made to hold a continuous line.
175

 Divisional 

instructions emphasised that obtaining information of the enemy‟s intentions should 

be done with „the fewest number of men possible, and to follow up those with 

platoons acting boldly and with initiative.‟ It was further stressed to all ranks that: „it is 

not necessary to advance in any definite line, but that each body of troops must push 

forward as far as it can … without waiting for neighbouring bodies which may have 

been temporarily held up.‟
176
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These attacks met considerable enemy resistance, often in hand-to-hand fighting, 

and some trenches were held by both sides at the same time.
177

 The capture of 

Canteleux Trench gave a clear view to the La Bassee – Fromelles Line and boosted 

the men‟s morale.
178

 The Outpost Line was strengthened and the more indiscriminate 

establishment of advanced posts was ended. Between the Outpost Lines and the 

Main Line of Resistance, patrols were constantly on the watch for enemy 

movement.
179

  

 

Across the Allied Front a co-ordinated series of attacks began in the south with a 

combined French-American assault in the Argonne on 26th September 1918.
180

 The 

attack was joined on Sunday 29th by 1/7th King‟s with platoons in light fighting order, 

without haversacks, to enable them to move quickly and quietly into action.
181

 A 

hectic but successful day‟s fighting demonstrated the importance of the platoon as 

the focal point.
182

 The Outpost Zone had now deepened so much that the Main Line 

of Resistance was only lightly garrisoned and these troops  were to be ready to move 

forward to retake the Outpost Line should that be lost to a hostile counter attack.
183

  

 

Sheffield acknowledges that the Germans were in a weakened position and that by 

late 1918, Allied numbers were overwhelming, but he maintains that it was the 

superior weapons system employed by the BEF that proved successful.
184

 However, 

he does emphasise the significance of the pyschological effects of the battles at the 

end of September and the crumbling of German morale.
185

 Nonetheless, as the 

limited number of Divisions in Fifth Army could not sustain large-scale offensives 

against strongly held positions, III Corps advanced on a Front with 74th Division to the 
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north and 55th  to the south.  Within 55th Division the advance would be in three 

groups – an all-arms Advanced Guard, a Main Body, and a Reserve. This was much 

the same as was already in place, with Outpost Battalions, the remainder of the two 

Brigades in the Line, and the Reserve Brigade. The key difference was to make the 

Advanced Guard an all-arms affair and to this end the Division was reorganised so 

that, as well as the infantry, the Brigade commander in the Advanced Guard would 

command a troop of mounted divisional men, artillery, RE, machine guns and 

ambulance personnel.
186

  

 

Decentralisation of command meant Divisonal HQ now gave a Line as an objective 

for the Main Body to reach. Brigade commanders would decide how far the 

Advanced Guard should go in order to allow the Main Body to reach their objective. 

The Advanced Guard was to go beyond the Line which, when the Main Body 

reached it, would become the new Main Line of Resistance. In the case of 55th 

Divison, astride the La Bassee Canal, the Advanced Guard had to operate in two 

Brigades. The main functions of the Advanced Guard were reconnaissance, 

exploration, engagement with the enemy, and protection of troops in the rear. 

Jeudwine‟s key emphasis was on the need for careful organisation of platoons and 

sections under their officers and NCOs.
187

 

 

At first, the Advanced Guard with Battalions of 164th and 166th Brigades made good 

progress, covering five miles over 3rd and 4th October 1918 and meeting little 

resistance except damaged or booby-trapped dug outs and cratered roadways. 

However, with the Division on one side of the Haute Deule Canal,  and the Germans 

on the other, the advance halted for ten days. Artillery was ranged against the 

Division and hostile fire continued until attempts to cross the Canal were made from 

13th to 15th October, finally enabling the Division to cross on 16th October.
188

 

  

Instructions to the Advanced Guard stressed the need for commanders of Outpost 

Battalions to be able to see the commanders of his artillery, machine guns and 

mortar companies, as well as any reserve troops in the area. Company commanders 

were supposed to be able to maintain this contact and watch the action of platoons 
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and, for the most effective adaptation to conditions, communications were vital.
189

 A 

Fifth Army memo insisted that Corps commanders took a firmer grip on the situation 

and followed these principles. Army HQ was especially concerned that Battalion and 

Brigade commanders „cannot command from headquarters and dug outs far in the 

rear‟.
190

 The message was re-emphasised by Jeudwine to his Brigadiers: „a Battalion 

Commander whose troops are closely engaged with the enemy cannot possibly 

control the fight from behind a hill at 2,500 yards. He must be where he can see and 

give executive orders‟. This was further demonstration of  the decentralisation of 

command structures.
191

 

 

A hastily typed addendum appeared on the War Diary carbon copy of this instruction: 

„It is realized that the above remarks apply equally to Divisional Headquarters and it 

is for this reason that a forward Divisional Report centre is being established 

tomorrow.‟ 
192

 It is not clear whether this was a note only for the benefit of the official  

record, although other evidence of Jeudwine‟s command (his diary notebooks for 

example) would suggest that he would carry it out in reality.  

 

Considerable distance was made over the 2nd and 3rd October 1918, and again 

between 16th and 20th October when 1/7th King‟s was the Advanced Guard.
193

 The 

Battalion War Diary recorded that one battery of eighteen pounders and two 

howitzers, four machine gun sections, one field company RE and specialist RE‟s 

were attached to the Battalion, demonstrating the level of all-arms co-operation down 

to Battalion level.
194

 Seventh King‟s last significant engagement with the enemy 

occurred in a raid carried out on a wood west of Tournai, aimed at capturing 

prisoners to find out the enemy‟s intentions.
195

  

 

The Corps advanced on a twin divisional front, with 74th following 55th and the all-

arms support, cyclists, horse, artillery, transport and train divided in half. A daily 

move for Divisional Headquarters meant „cutting down on office furniture, and other 
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baggage‟!
196

 On 9th  November 1918, the Escaut river was bridged and 1/7th King‟s, 

as Advanced Guard, pushed on east of Tournai to Beclers. By night on 10th the 

Battalion Outpost was at Ligne.
197

 Orders for the immediate attack on Ath were 

issued for the 11th. The rest of 165th Brigade joined up with the Advanced Guard of 

the 1/7th King‟s in the morning of the 11th November. To the south the attack was 

made by 166th Brigade, while 165th Brigade took the north of the town. Lancashire 

Fusiliers reached the town by clearing the enemy from the bridge early in the 

morning. The attacking troops were in position to launch the assault. The news of the 

end of hostilities came incredibly late. A  conference of Brigade commanders met at 

9.00am to settle details but at 9.05 a telephone call from Divisional HQ informed the 

Conference that hostilities were to end at 11.00am.
198

 As Battalion Commander, 

Colonel Potter was told shortly after 10.00am. „After 11.00 hours the Bn. moved off to 

billets in Lanquesaint.‟
 199

 

 

Although Coop recorded that the Division travelled 50 miles in forty-four days he was 

referring to the furthest eastern point reached by the mobile force on the Bassilly-

Thoricourt line.
200

 Griffith compiled a graph showing the relative progress of the five 

Armies placing the Fifth Army at the bottom of the list, but still having travelled over 

60 miles since the first week of August.
201

 Regardless of the precise mileage, the 55th 

Division was undoubtedly the leading partner in III Corps‟ advance. The adaption of 

new tactics and changed circumstances came easily to Jeudwine and his troops 

were able to pursue the enemy effectively, reaching their objective of Ath on the very 

day that hostilities ceased.  

 

For 1/7th King‟s their success and involvement in the Advanced Guard role in 

summer and autumn 1918 and in local raids demonstrated that they were able to 

develop their experience of the previous four years and to maintain their momentum 

to good effect in the final days of the War. The Hundred Days marked the culmination 

of training, skills, tactical ability, discipline and morale for the Battalion and Division.  
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Conclusion  

 

The contribution made by 1/7th King‟s as Advanced Guard in the Final Advance 

demonstrate a reliability and combat effectiveness learned and honed over the 

preceding two to three years. The focus at platoon level, the all-arms ability and the 

mobility of the Unit and the Division are evidence of a successful Territorial combat 

unit.  

 

This is a significant issue as they had been under considerable pressure from a 

variety of factors during 1917 and 1918. Casualties in 1916 and 1917 meant that the 

Battalion‟s fighting strength was low and the ranks were being filled by the drafts and 

conscripts sent under the Military Service legislation. Actual numbers of local men fell 

in the Battalion. After further casualties at Givenchy they were reorganised and 

refocused in what appeared to be a more efficient, leaner combat unit. 

 

As a Division, there were difficulties associated with the counter-attack at Cambrai 

but Jeudwine appeared strengthened by that process and his determination to 

establish an „offensive defence‟ won support from his immediate superiors even if not 

at GHQ. His tactics worked and the line held in April 1918 due to the training, tenacity 

and commitment of the troops. This effectiveness in combat was a clear indicator of 

high morale. Similarly, the disciplinary record of the Battalion indicated that there 

were few problems and that morale was good. Jeudwine‟s strictures on discipline do 

not seem to have resulted in large numbers of cases being tried in this Battalion. 

 

The importance of good morale was never lost on Jeudwine but it was the way it was 

engendered through establishing and maintaining the localness of the Division which 

demonstrates how significant the sense of belonging to that community was for the 

maintenance of high morale. A good example lies in the magazine, Sub Rosa – 

„under the rose‟. Here, through cartoon, dialect and poetry the Lancashire soul of the 

Division was championed.  

 

Finally, the defence of Givenchy provides a clear indication of how these different 

elements interacted. Givenchy was a triumph for training, tactics, commitment and 

luck. Its significance was crucial at the time, not least to boost the morale of other 

units who sat in wait for the next expected German attack. It demonstrated the true 

viability and flexibility of a Territorial division, which went on to take the lead role in III 

Corps‟ advance in the autumn. It was also significant in the attention it attracted from 
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Home, almost all of which focused on the community identity of the unit. This was a 

victory for men of Lancashire, for the communities of Lancashire. That the area of the 

Lys was later to be the centre of attention for a number of the Lancashire towns who 

adopted French villages was not a coincidence. As will be seen in the final chapter, it 

held a significant place in the history of the Division, later marked by a war memorial.  

 

The deployment of the 1/7th King‟s through the engagements described above 

demonstrated their effectiveness within the Division. Despite the pressures of the 

Front Line and the longevity of the War itself, morale remained high and their sense 

of belonging was reinforced by the successes. Their identification with Home may 

have been less evident until the reaction to the defence of Givenchy, but its obvious 

resurgence proved that it was never far from the surface. 
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TThhee  DDiivviissiioonnaall  BBaaddggee  aanndd  MMoottttoo  

Cartoon of Jeudwine, from a page of cartoons in Sub 
Rosa trench magazine of 55th Division June 1917 
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The following three pages show the original plan of action for 55th Division on 
31st July 1917. The start of the Blue, Black and Green lines have been 
highlighted. On the middle map, Divisional boundaries are shown in yellow, and 
the initial 166/165 Brigade boundary in red. WO95/2903 55

th
 Division War Diary 
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Photographs of 
1/7th Battalion, 
King‟s 
Liverpool 
Regiment in 
the Front Line 
trenches, 
March 1918. 
Photographs 
courtesy of the 
Imperial War 
Museum. 
Reference nos. 
Q10737, Q10740 
and Q10743 
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55th Division positions, 4.00am 9th April 1918. WO95/2905 
55th Division War Diary 
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Men of 55th 
Division 
marching 
away from 
the fighting, 
10th April 
1918. 
Photographs 
courtesy of the 
Imperial War 
Museum. 
References 
Q340 and Q342 
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The Final Advance by 55th Division (and following page) 
From Coop The Story of the 55th Division op cit. pp. l78-9 
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